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A comparison of physical and statistical methods for 
estimating the wind resource at a site 

L. LANDBERG PhD(a), MSc, BSc, MDaMS, IKAK and N. G. MORTENSEN PhD(a), MSc, BSc, MRYC 
Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark 

SY NOP SIS This papPr will attempt to ca.:;t some light on t;Jw evfn- ongoin12; dispute between the 
follower::; of physical methods for wind n~:;ource r>.stimatio11 such as WNP (Wind Atlas Analysis and 
Application Program), and thP followers of stati:;tical methods such as Mea:mre-Correlate-Predict 
(MCP). 
It is dPmoustrated that, for site:; in complex terrain with only a few months worth of data, the outcome 
of the estimate of the wind rP:;ource when using MCP is very sensitive to which months and how many 
the correlation ha.s b<>Pn calculated for. 
lt is also shown t.ha.t WNP is performing quite well, despite the fact that thr>. assumptions underlying 
the How model a.r<-' viola.I.Pd. 

INTRODUCTION wid<>ly used ill 1.lw wind ri>somc<' estimation commu
nity. 

GENERAL REMARKS 

When 01w wa.nt.s t.o Pstima.t.0 t]JP wind <'tlPrgy r<'
sourcP a.t a. givPH potPnt.ial windfann :;ite, with no 2 
11r few ll1Pa.snr<>rnP11ts, ouP ha.s to link these 111ea.

surenwnts to niea.surements of a long duration from 
a.nother ( nea.r-by) si if~. Th<> idea behind thi:; being 
1.ha.t within a certain dist.a.nr<• - giv<'n by tlw loca.l 
meso-sca]c\ conditions - thP ovP.rnll wind c.limat<>. is 

Sine<>. this study is ba.sed on a. specific set of data. from 
an area with complex terrain we would like to sta.rt 
out with a. few ge110ral remarks a.bout the two models 
under discussion, a. suuuua.ry is given iu Table l. 

t.he sa.m<~. To obtain t.hi:-; link, two method:; ran bf' 
used : 

1. A physical method, i.e. a method based on a. 
pliy:;ir.a.l model of effects affecting the two sets 
of mt>asuremf'nts. 

:l. A statistical method, i.e. a method based on sta.
tistica.l correlation:; lwtween th<' two timP-sPries. 

!if'I'P WI' will mak<' so111<> p;P11Pral st.a.temPn1.s with 
respect to the two typPs of methods. We have cho
sen to rnucentrat0 ou on<> representative of each of 
t.he two typPs of methods: for the physical method 
WASP (Mortensen et al, 199:3a) is used and Measure
Correla.t0-Predict (see eg Derrick, 199:3) is used for 
t.he stati:;tical method. Both these methods are 

2.1 WASP (Wind Atlas Analysis and Appli
cation Program) 

WNP is a PC-program used all over the world to 
estimate wind resources. Its major ad vantage is that 
it can generalise a long-term meteorological data. se
ries (collected a.t e.g. an airport) to be valid not only 
at the site where it lta.s lwf'tl measured, but in an 
a.rea. ;uound f,bP lllP.asuring site. The size of this area 
depends on thP gradients ill the geostrophic wind 
(sucli as eg in uorth<~rn Europe) and on the local 
flow regimeli (such as eg iu southern Europe) . The 
way the generalisation i:; done is by correcting the 
data series for effects which only affect the measur
ing site, but are not of more genera.I nature. These 
local effects are: shelter from near-by obstacles (as 
houses, wind breaks etc), the effect of rouglrness and 
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changes in roughness (e.g. from water to land), and 
the effect of orography (e.g. speed-up on hill tops). 

The major disadvantage is that the program does 
not (at present) include thermally driven local ef
fects, as see-breezes (caused by the different heating 
of land and water), ana- and katabatic winds (winds 
caused by heating and cooling of the surface, respec
tively). Another disadvantage is that it is not possi
ble, beforehand, to give a solid estimate of the size of 
the region where the calculated wind climate is valid. 
Hence one has to base the estimates on prior knowl
edge obtained from the terrain type one is operating 
rn. 

2. 2 MCP (M easure Co}'relate P red ict) 

MCP can like WASP be run on almost any PC, and 
it is used in many places, especially in the UK The 
advantage of the method is that one can put up a 
mast (preferably 30 m high) at the proposed wind 
turbine site for only a few months, correlate the mea
sured time-series with a near-by long-term time se
ries (measured at e.g. a synoptic station), and then, 
when the correlation has been established, use the 
long-term time-series to estimate the wind resour~e 
at the proposed site. 

The disadvantage is that if the long-term and the 
on-site time-series do not have a. high correlation co
efficient then the resulting estimate is not very re
liable. Another disadvantage is that the resource is 
only valid at the location of the on-site mast and at 
the height of the measurements. So to use this sort 
of technique at eg a. wind farm a program that can 
calculate the wind resource at different places (as 
WASP) must be used any how. 

3 AN EXAMPLE 

As an example of the use of the two methods, 
data. from 10 meteorological masts located in the 
northernmost part of Portugal will be used. These 
data have been measured as part of the University 
of Porto's contribution to the CEC-funded JOULE 
project "Wind measurement and modelling in com
plex terrain". A detailed description of the stations 
and their surroundings, the instrumentation used 
and the data obtained so far is given by Restivo and 
Petersen (1993), a map is shown in Figure 1. 

For the purpose of this investigation six stations 
were selected, representing three different degrees of 
topogra.phical complexity along a 50-km long profile: 
from the Atlantic coast in the W to the more than 
1000-m high mountains of Ara.da-S. Mac<l.rio in the 
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Table 1: An overview of the two methods' pluses and 
minuses. 

WASP + works with no on-site measurements 
+ works at any height 
+ works at any place 

may give inexact 
results in very complex terrain 
does not include 
local thermally driven effects 

MCP + can generalize a short 
on-site measured time-series, if a long 
(climatological) is available 
if on-site <la.ta. are wrong, 
generalization is wrong 
can only predict at the height of 
the measurements of the on-site mast 

Both if long time-series is wrong (or non
representative) on-site resource is 
wrong 

... ... 
"' 

N 

Figure 1: A map of the stations used in this study 
from Restivo and Petersen, 1993. 



F. 111 t.hP following we will refer to tlw stations by 
L li<·~ 1nuubers 01, 10, 09, 08, 07, and 06 (going from 
W to E). It must be stressed that in this type of 
I l'l' ra.i n (like th<> one chosen here) the assumptions 
hr. ltind the flow model in WASP with regard to the 
11lopes of the terrain involved are severely violated 
.1 1. some of the sites. For the MCP, simple guidelines 
11~ to where to use the method do not exist, but it is 
PX p<>.cted that this case also is very close to the scope 
<11' validity of MCP. The purpose of this exercise is 
tli 11s to see how well the two methods perform in a 
n•a.I ca.se, in spite of these violations. 

3.1 The data 

\ I. P.a.ch station th<> wind is m<-'a.:rnred at 10 m a1?;1. 
Tli<> instrurneul.a.tion is a:; follows 

Table 2: Estimated mean wind speeds (ms- 1 ) and 
mean wind power densities (Wrn-2 ) 10 m a.g.l. over 
a uniform, flat surface of z0 = 0.03 m (rough11ess 
class 1). 

Station 
Wind speed 
Power density 

01 10 09 08 
3.7 3.9 3.9 3.8 
72 82 83 85 

3.2.1 Inter-predictions 

07 06 
2.9 3.1 
33 39 

To see whether the masts are situated in different 
wind climates the data from the stations are used to 
predict each other, see Table ;3 and cf. Mortensen et 
al ( l 993b). As can he seen from this table stations 1, 
10, 9 and 8 predict each other quite well, hut turning 
to :;tations 6 and 7 different results are obtained. It 
is very hard to find an explanation for this, one could 

• A cup anemometer ( Ris0 70) measuring 10- be that the two stations, which are located furthest 
mi1rntP a.vPra.ges and :~ sPc gust:;, consecutively. away from the coast, are actually in a different wind 
Each anPmomPtPr has been individually cali- climate ( eg one dominated by other thermally driven 
hra.ted. local flows than the rest of the stations). This has 

• A dirnction sensor (Aa.udera.a ln:;tnunents 2750) 
givi11~ tht> 'instantaneous' wind direction. 

T he data are collected using an Aanderaa Instru-
111Pnts 2990 data storage unit. The measuring period 
is from .June 2Gth 1991 to .July 23rd 199:3, ie more 
I ha.ii two year's worth of data. a.re available. 

:~ .2 WASP 

'l'he WNP m1a.lysis is much along the lines of the 
analysis JHPSPnted iu MortPnsP11 Pt al ( 1993b ); ex
cPpt for the fact that more data. a.re now availablfl. 
J\s can be :;<>en from Table 'l. - w her<> data. from each 
of the G stations ha.vi> h<'eu used to predict the wind 
di mate ovf'r a flat gra,:;:; field at l 0 m height - there 
is more or less tht> PXpected agreement between the 
different prediction:; ( iu the case of identical overall 
wind climates they should all be identical). The rea
sons why there art> the minor differences, especially 
between stations G a.nd 7 and the rest, can he any 
"f the following: l) The masts a.re situated in differ
<'llt wind climates, 2) the WNP-model is not able to 
simulate properly the flow in the very complex ter
rain around stations 8, 7 and 6, and/or 3) the maps 
nsed in WNP are not covering au area big enough 
to include all orography having influence on the flow 
a.t the sites. In the following sections we will discuss 
some of these aspects. 

the consequence that station 8 which is only 5.G a.ud 
:3.2 km away, respectively, from stations 6 and 7 is in 
the wind climate ranging all the way from the coast 
a.nd 50 km inland. This means thus, that the wind 
c.limate:; generated by WNP in this example are valid 
as far as 50 km away. In some cases, however, the 
climate is valid out to only 3 km. This stresses the 
fact that when in complex terrain the WNP model 
should be used with utmost care. 

Table 3: Measured and estimated mean wind speeds 
(ms-1 ) and mean wind power densities (Wm-2 ) at 
10 m a.g.l. for the six stations. The power densities 
have not been corrected for the iufiuenn"' of different 
a.ir densities (which is of tlH' order of 10 %). 

01 10 oa 08 07 06 Meas. 
01 4.1 4.2 4.:3 4.2 3.2 :3.4 4.3 

108 105 120 111 48 53 115 
10 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.5 4.2 4.5 5.5 

278 218 243 262 99 1:30 215 
09 5.6 5.9 5.8 5.5 4.2 4.6 5.8 

275 311 271 2:36 125 136 269 
08 6.5 6.7 6.4 5.9 4.7 5.2 6.0 

511 518 410 295 213 225 290 
07 6.3 6.9 7.0 6.9 5.2 5.4 5.:3 

351 499 514 555 194 223 195 
06 5.3 5.8 5.8 5.6 4.3 4.5 4.6 

217 293 281 281 115 128 128 
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3 .2.2 Sensitivity to the size of the map 

111 romplex tP.rra.in it is vPry importa11t tl1at all ter
ra.i11 si,e;nifica.nt to the tlow model is pr0sent iu the 
rna.ps 11s<>d as iuput to WASP. To see the se11sitivity 
to tliis, it. has beeu tried to va.ry the sizt:' of the maps 
from l x l km to 8x8 km iu steps of l kiu. The r0sult 
is show u in Figure 2. AP. can h e seen from this figme 
it is necessary for thf> maps to cover areas at least 
(j x G km for the calcula.tions of WASP to converge. 
Tl1f> f>Xpla.na.tion of why stations G and 7 have a much 
higher decrease (and a.s a. ro11sequence, a higher se11 -
sitivity to the a.rPa of the map} ca.n also be found in 
tltf' papf>r hy Mort0nsP11 f't al ( J 99:{b} Ta.bi<> I, where 
it is seeu tha.t thf' cha.ngP in 'orographic complexity' 
( <T z ) is 111 nrlt rnnr0 rapid for sta t.ions (j and 7. 

7 
IH'!-a+.HJ s tat. 10 
,,.~_,,,_,,_,,, stat. 9 

10 m C>-0-0-t>-0 s ta t. 8 
6 ·-·--- stat. 7 ·-·-·-·-· stat. 6 -· stat. 1 

2 

10 20 30 40 s2 
map area (km ) 

60 70 

FigmP 2: Th<> ralculatP<I mf'a.11 wind, Jvl, at 10 m 
a.gl ov0r a flat gra.ss fiPld, cf Ta.hie 2 , plottPd vPrsus 
thP a.rPa of the> orographic map usPd i11 tli0 WJ\:'il' 
JHOgra.111 for the (j selectNI sta.tious . 

3.3 Measure-Correlate-Predict 

S<"v<>ra.l have a.pplied the Measure-Correlate-Predict 
( 1!{(!P) method to the resource estimation problem 
(see eg Derrick, 199:3). Basically what the method 
d<ws is that it establishes a relation between a short 
on-site time-series and a long time series eg from 
a. uear-by synoptic meteorological station. This re
lation can then be used to estimate the long-term 
wind clirna.te at the new site. Normally the relation 
is taken to be linear, ie 

'!ton-site = <L + b'!LJong-term (1) 
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Sometimes the relatlon is a. simple scaling, ie without. 
an offset (n = 0). 

To UP.P tlw MCP lllf>thod a. good co1Telation bP
tween the on -site and the long-term data is cardi
ua.J. In the followi11g we will therefore investigate this 
matter. 

3.3 .1 C r oss-correlations 

Studying the 15 posP.i ble cross-correlations ( assum
ing westerly flow) between the () stations it is found 
that the general shape of the correlation function iP. 
as shown in Figure :3. The correlation function is de
fined as thf' cross-correlation between the two time
sr>ries with diff0w11t lags plotted against the lag. Tlw 
cr(is:>-cnrrclation is given by 

(2) 

where 

l N-h 

l" ... y(/.:) = N L (:1:1 - :1: )(Y(t+h) - y) (:3) 
l=l 

a,ud :1:1 thP value of the time-series at time t, a,,. and 
<Ty a.re thf> sta.11dard deviations, x and :Q the mean 
valuPs , and I.:(= 0, 1,2, .. . ,K) the lag. 

In this study we only consider wind speeds (or 
rather 10 minute averages) higher than ;3 m/s, to ex
clude the very weak winds with ill-defined directions, 
since they are often very site-dependent (and there
fore uncorrelated) and insignificant for wind energy 
purposes. The cross-correlations are also calculated 
with all wind directions in the same bin. Since all 
the correla.tio11 fuuctious generally decrease it is con
cluded tha,t when r<drula.ting tlw linear regression it 
is not nPrcssa,ry to ta.kl" a.ny tinH'-of-flight lag into ac
rnnnt. TIH' rmT<~la.tions a.re shown in Table 4, and as 
can lw seen thP correlation between the coastal sta
tion (station 0 l) and the rest of the stations is low, 
but indicatiug, none the less, that some correlation 
exists between the stations. This can most likely be 
explained by the fact that the distances vary from 
approx. 40 to 50 km. 

3.3.2 The regression 

To study the sensitivity of the regression two exper
iments have been carried out: 

1. Each of the stations have in turn been consid
ered as the station with the long term time
series. The data from the other stations have 
then been used as the on-site data. At each 
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Tab!<> 4: The~ rross-corr<>la.tions for t he> sPlPcted sta
tions (la.g 0 mi11 ). The stations are listc>d from we.st 
to east going from k•ft to right. 

01 10 09 08 07 06 
01 l.00 0.67 0.G:3 0.7 l 0.60 0.56 

10 1.00 0.70 0.82 0.76 0.80 

09 1.00 0.8() 0 .87 0.89 
08 l.00 0 .88 0.91 

01 l.00 0.91 
0() l.00 

of the 'on-site ' stations 7 'measurement cam
paigns' have been carried out, the· campaigrn; 
la.steel for 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 12 months, re
spectively. The idea. of this experiment is to see 
the sensitivity to the length of the measuring 
period and also the dependence on geographical 
location. 

2. At each of the stations the measuring campaign 
described under item l is shifted in time with 
step lengths of one month. As an example con
sider the ;3 months measuring campaign. The 
first :~ months period spans months 1 to :3, the 
second spans montlrn 2 to 4, the third months 
:{ to !") c>Lr.. Tht> idea h c~ r<> is to see the annual 
variation of thf' result of the regression. 

In all tlw ca.lrulations above, the linear regresi;iou is 
ralculated sector by sector in 12 sectors. 

The results for ::;tation l 0 (a mountain station) 
using data from station 01 (the coast station) are 
shown in Figure 4. A number of couclusions can be 
drawn from this figure: 

l. As thP- h•ngth of t he measurement campaign in
rrf'a.o.;es the> scattf'r of thP MCP estimate is re

duced . 

2. For a nH~a.suring campaign la.sting one year the 
scatter is i;till ± 0.5 m/s. Note, that in practice, 
campaigns la.sting from ;{ to 8 months are used. 

:J. The actual mean vahu' at station 10 is uc>vP.r re
produced hy thf' nwthod, the nwthod seems to 
converp;c> to som<> oth<'r va.luP (approx. 5 m/s). 
Thi:; is quit<> puzzling (a.nd it is found for all 
I lw s tations ), tll<' c>xpla11ation being that the 
rn1T<'la.tio11 nwffici<->LL l.s a.re> calculated using only 
winds hip;IH'r than :{ m/s, which means that if 
tlH' wind below :3 rn/s do not fall on the cal
culated regression lin<>, differences can be ex
pected. When using all wind speeds in the re
gression the actual mean (5.5 m/s) is found as 
the convergence value. This case - contrary to 
normal procedure - suggests that all wind speeds 
should be used when calculating the cohelation. 

.For reference, the mean of the predictions, us
ing s tation l as the long-term reference, where the 
correlation has been calculated over a period of 12 
months, are shown in Table 5. 

4 D ISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS 

This study has shown that both WA">P and MCP 
are able to make useful predictions of the long-term 
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<1gl for st<1.tion 10 using st<1.tion 1 as tlw long-term 
refer0nce station plotted a)?;ainst the length of the on
si te meastuemPnt ca.mp<1.ign a.t statio11 10. For ea.eh 
of thP ra.rnpaigns several parts of thr tirnP-:;eries have 
bf:'f'll USf'd. 

Tab IP !): Tlw rnPa.11 wind sp0<'d ( m/s) a.11d t IH' stan
da.rcl deviation (111/s) of tlw MCP-pr<-'dirtions nsing 
station 1 a.s tlw long-term referPnre for l'arh of the 
st<1.tinns, wherP t.hP rntT<'la.tinu has bPPll caJrulated 
uv<'r a. period frurn ;) to U mouths compa1wl to the 
mea.surE:'d nwa.11 spPPd. 

10 09 08 07 06 
mean, :3 months 5.1 !1.6 5.7 4.9 4.2 
std. dev. :) months 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 
mean, 5 months !l.O 5.5 5.6 4.9 4.2 
std. dev. 5 month:; 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.5 
mean, 9 months !l.0 !).4 !) .!1 11. 7 4.0 
stcl. dev. 9 mouths o.:3 o.:3 o.:3 0.3 o.:) 
mean, 12 mouths 5.0 5.4 5.5 4.7 4.0 
stcl. dev. 12 mouths o.:3 o.:3 o.:3 o.:3 0.3 

Measured 5.5 5.8 6.0 5.3 4.6 
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wind climate at the ~elected sites in the studied area .. 
The uncertainties for each model can, however, be 
quite large, especially for MCP. It must be borne in 
mind that the area under stndy is quite complex, 
and most likely dominated hy other effects than just. 
the complexity of the terrain. These effects could 
be thermally driven circulations on the meso- scale, 
and none of the two methods are ahle to include 
this. It is therefore necessary to ta.ke other models 
a.ncl concepts into a.crount. Tlw most. ohvious is to 
nm a. nwso-sca.le model surh as the KAMM (KArl 
sruhe 1111iversity l\1Pso-sca.I<' Model). This is 11ow be
i11µ; clonP a.t UnivHsity of I\;trlsrnhe, Cennany, in co
opera.tio11 with H.is~1 N a.tio11a.I La.hora.tory, Denmark, 
in the ( :E( ~ - sponsornd proj0rt. mentioned in the be
gin11i11g of this paper. The r<'stilts of the very pn:~

liminary studirs a.re very promising. In tlwse studies 
KAMM is nm with a l1orizo11ta.l rPsolution of 5 x 5 
km 2 for northern Portuµ;al (the area. where> tlw sta
tions disrnssecl in this study a.r<:' lor<ttecl ). More firm 
res1ilts from this model a.re expected i11 the middle 
of 199'1. 
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